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Abstract
Map task corpora are not typically used to study laughter, but
they allow an interesting analysis of multiple factors such as
familiarity between the participants, their gender, and eye con-
tact. We conducted linear/generalized mixed-effects analysis to
study if co-laughter, laughter rate, and the percentage of voiced
frames in laughs are influenced by such factors. Our results
show that, in conversations without eye contact, the gender of
the participant was statistically relevant regarding laughter rate
and the percentage of voiced frames, and the difference in gen-
der was relevant regarding co-laughter. On the other hand, with
eye contact, familiarity was statistically relevant with respect to
co-laughter, laughter rate, and the percentage of voiced frames.
Most of our results align and extend what has been previously
found, except for voiced laughs between friends. This study
emphasizes the highly variable character of laughter and its de-
pendence on interlocutors’ characteristics.
Index Terms: Laughter, dialogue, gender, familiarity.

1. Introduction
Laughter, which is primarily produced during social interac-
tions between human beings, can be classified as a category of
non-linguistic communication [1] that can be used to convey
emotions. It has been the subject of many studies which aim to
understand how it is produced and perceived in different con-
texts. There are studies that focus on the impact of laughter in
conversations with speakers of the same or opposite gender [1],
the level of familiarity between speakers [2], and the gender
of the speakers [3]. Other studies focus on shared or antiphonal
laughter that refers to instances where one person laughs almost
immediately (within 0.5-1 seconds) after another person laughs,
investigating its acoustics [4] and the relationship between the
speakers, such as their familiarity and gender [5]. The relation-
ship between laughter and the visual contact between speakers
has also been studied, along with other visual signals such as
body language, which together convey a range of emotions and
messages [6]. Other studies have explored how non-verbal vo-
cal cues can affect conversations, particularly when compared
to face-to-face conversations [7].

The aim of our research is to understand how various previ-
ously mentioned factors, such as gender1, familiarity, and visual
contact can impact specific (acoustic) features of laughter. Pre-
vious research on laughter has produced inconsistent and sparse
results. Thus our study aims to control for more variables and
explore the interactions between these factors, contributing to

1We acknowledge that gender is a social construct and that more
than the two commonly known identities, man and woman, can exist. In
the current study though, we chose to work with this binary distinction
given that the data used in our analyses adopts this binary distinction.

a more comprehensive understanding of laughter. The laugh-
ter features under study include the rate of laughter and co-
laughter (here defined as any laugh that starts within the start
and end of another person’s laugh) per subject and the percent-
age of co-laughter in the total amount of laughs per speaker.
To conduct this study, we used the HCRC Map Task corpus [8]
which is characterised by many instances of laughter which are
spontaneous (not elicited or acted) and produced in mixed- or
same-gender interactions with or without eye contact, and with
strangers or familiar speakers.

2. Related work
2.1. Familiarity

Several papers have explored the relationship between famil-
iarity and laughter [2, 5, 9, 1], addressing the frequency and the
acoustics of (co-)laughter. In general, speakers who are familiar
with each other produce more laughter than those who do not
know each other [5]. In [1], gender seems to interact with fa-
miliarity. Both males and females produce the same amount
of laughter in unfamiliar, same-gender conversations. How-
ever, when the speakers are familiar to each other, males pro-
duce more laughter regardless of interlocutor gender, whereas
females only produce more laughter with familiar male speak-
ers. With regards to joint laughter, previous studies [2, 5] have
found that individuals produced more co-laughter or antiphonal
laughter (i.e., laughter between interlocutors that occurs in close
proximity) in conversations with friends than with strangers.

The acoustics of laughter were also found to be related to
familiarity. In [2], it was found that laughter contains pro-
portionally fewer voiced frames when produced with familiar
speakers, and when produced by male speakers. Laughter dura-
tion was also significantly affected by familiarity in this study:
speakers laugh longer when they know each other.

Overall, these studies suggest that there is a clear difference
between friends and strangers in terms of laughter, with individ-
uals in general laughing more and producing more co-laughter
in conversations with friends. In other studies, the conclusions
about familiarity are very dependent on whether the speakers
are of the same-gender or not. Nonetheless, these findings sup-
port the inclusion of familiarity as a variable in this research.

2.2. Gender

In this section, we will examine the results of studies that take
into account both the gender of the individual and the gender
of the conversational pair, i.e., whether the dyadic interaction
concerns same-gender or mixed-gender speakers. Taking into
account only the gender of the individual, previous research
has shown that, in general, females tend to laugh more than
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males [10, 6] and produce voiced laughs more often [3]. In
a study on nonverbal cues in phone conversations, it was also
found that females laugh more than males [7].

When looking at mixed-gender dyads, it was found that fe-
males produce more antiphonal laughter than males [5]. In fa-
miliar conditions both males and females laugh more often with
laughter having higher pitch [1]. In same-gender dyads, it mat-
ters for male speakers (but not for female speakers) whether
they are talking to familiar or unfamiliar persons: when talking
to familiar persons, male speakers laugh more, and their laughs
have a higher pitch and longer duration [1].

All results considered, it can be concluded that whether or
not individuals are talking to someone of the same or different
gender is relevant to explore. Mainly, results report that females
laugh and co-laugh in mixed-gender conversations more often
than males. For same-gender conversations, there is no over-
all difference in how females laugh in situations where they
are friends or not. In contrast, males laugh significantly less
in same-gender conversations with strangers.

3. Method
3.1. Data

As previously mentioned, the corpus used in this study is the
HCRC map task corpus [8]. This corpus consists of dyadic
conversations between two speakers in a task-based interac-
tion, with a total of 64 participants. Interlocutors have differ-
ent maps and have to talk to each other to find a route from A
to B. The corpus includes interactions between speakers of dif-
ferent genders (FM: female×male, FF: female × female, MM:
male × male), friends and strangers (FAM, the familiar pairs
were recruited by asking participants to bring a friend to partic-
ipate with them), and speakers who can see each other or not
(EYECONTACT), see Table 1. Moreover, the starting and end-
ing times of laughter have been annotated. In Table 1, we can
observe the amount of laughter separated by the condition of
seeing each other or not, gender of the conversational pair, and
familiarity.

Table 1: Number of annotated laughs in the HCRC corpus,
separated by familiarity (FAM+/-), seeing each other or not
(EYECONTACT+/-) and same-gender (FF,MM) or mixed-gender
(FM) conversations.

EYECONTACT+ EYECONTACT-
genders FAM+ FAM- FAM+ FAM-
FM 12 46 10 150
FF 42 10 210 174
MM 164 43 95 8

3.2. Analysis of Data

In order to find any relations between our proposed depen-
dent and independent variables we decided to perform a linear
mixed-effects analysis [11]. This choice was taken considering
the unbalanced nature of our corpus, as we can see in Table 1 the
distribution of laughter across the different conditions is highly
unbalanced, and to account for within-person repeated mea-
sures (i.e., the same speaker occurs in several conversations).
To ensure the validity of the results obtained through this model,
it is necessary to confirm two assumptions: the residuals of the
obtained model must have a constant variance and have to be
normally distributed.

All linear mixed-effects or generalized linear mixed-effects
models were carried out in R [12], with the lme4 [13] and
lmerTest [14] libraries. The fixed effects selected were gen-
der (Gender: female or male), familiarity (Familiarity: friends
or strangers), and same-gender vs. mixed-gender interactions
(GenderConv: same gender or not). The dependent variables
selected are related to the frequency and amount of voicing of
(co-)laughter. To account for individual differences, we added
subject as random effect. To find the best model for each one of
the dependent variables, we applied the following procedure:

1: Fit the model with all the independent variables and report
the results.

2: Compare different models by removing independent vari-
ables with the original model using the likelihood ratio to
check whether any variable was worth removing.

3: For the model with only the relevant variables, include the
interactions between those variables.

4: Test the significance of the interactions by comparing the
model with and without some of the interactions.

5: Report the model with the lower AIC (Akaike Information
Criterion) value as the final model.
The best models and the results obtained for each dependent

variable in the study are reported in Section 4

3.3. Feature Extraction

In this section, we describe how we extracted the dependent
variables we proposed, as well as any adjustments made to en-
sure that the assumptions required for a linear or generalised
mixed model analysis were met. Based on previous works, we
selected several laughter variables that seem to be impacted by
gender and familiarity.

Regarding co-laughter, we initially proposed to extract the
rate of co-laughter (the number of co-laughs divided by the du-
ration of the conversation) and the percentage of co-laughs in
the total amount of laughs per speaker. However, upon verify-
ing whether these variables were adequate, we discovered that
they violated one of the assumptions needed to conduct a lin-
ear mixed model analysis. The residuals of the model were not
normally distributed. To overcome this situation, we decided
to make a simpler variable with a binary outcome (co-laughter
was present or not) to understand how our independent variables
influence whether people co-laugh or not and used a broader
model, the generalized linear mixed-effects model.

The variable laughter rate was extracted by dividing all
laughs for each speaker by the duration of the conversation in
which they participated. This variable fulfilled the assumptions
needed to conduct a linear mixed-effects analysis, thus we were
able to carry out the procedure described in Section 3.2.

For the percentage of voiced frames, initially, we ex-
tracted the pitch value for each frame of any annotated laughter
event using Parselmouth, [15], a Python library for the Praat
software [16]. Finally, we divided the number of voiced frames
by the total number of frames for each laughter event. When ex-
amining the assumptions of the linear mixed model, we found
that one of them was not met. The residuals of the model were
not normally distributed. To address this issue, we created a
new binary variable for each speaker and used a broader model,
the generalized linear mixed-effects model. For each laugh of
a speaker, the percentage of voiced frames was calculated. If
the median of this speaker’s distribution of percentage of voiced
frames was above zero, the speaker would be assigned the value
1. If the median was zero, the speaker would be assigned the
value 0.
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4. Results
Following the procedure described in Section 3, and for each
one of our dependent variables, we found the model that best
fitted the data available.

4.1. Results for conversations where participants do not see
each other

In this Section, we will present the results obtained for the data
where participants did not see each other.

First, we analysed the relationship between our indepen-
dent variables and the variable co-laughter using a generalised
linear mixed effects analysis. The results of the model, which
included the interaction between Gender and GenderConv as
the relevant independent variable, are shown in Table 2. The
results show that when two females are talking, they are 9 times
more likely to co-laugh than if it is a male with another male;
and when a female is talking to another female, she is 9 times
more likely to co-laugh than if she is talking to a male.

For the variable laughter rate, we conducted a linear mixed
model analysis, following the procedure discussed in Section 3.
The results of the model are presented in Table 2. As Gender is
the only statistically relevant independent variable (p < 0.01),
we can conclude that females have a higher laughter rate than
males.

Finally, regarding the binary variable related to the percent-
age of voiced frames, we proceeded to carry out a generalised
mixed model analysis, where the results are reported in Table 2.
Looking at the results, we can see that Gender is the only sta-
tistically relevant variable (p < 0.001), in particular, we can
conclude that females are about 6 times more likely to produce
voiced laughs than males.

Table 2: Results of the linear and generalised mixed effects
analysis for the data where participants do not see each other

β z value p value
Co-laughter

Intercept -1.088 -1.691 0.0907
Gendermale 0.238 0.255 0.798

GenderConvsame 2.216 2.96 0.00308
GenderConvsame:Gendermale -2.408 -1.981 0.0476

Laughter rate
Intercept 0.276 13.513 2.78e-14

Gendermale -0.125 -3.613 0.0011
Percentage of voiced frames

Intercept 1.595 4.576 4.73e-6
Gendermale -1.793 -3.541 0.0004

4.2. Results for conversations where participants see each
other

In this Section we will explore the results obtained for the data
where participants saw each other.

Using the same variables and analysis as we did for the
data where participants did not see each other, we obtained the
results presented in Table 3. For co-laughter, Familiarity is
the only statistically relevant independent variable (p < 0.05):
friends are about 3 times more likely to co-laugh with each other
than strangers.

Regarding the variable laughter rate, following a linear
mixed model analysis, we found that Familiarity was the only

Table 3: Results of the linear and generalised mixed effects
analysis for the data where participants see each other

β z value p value
Co-laughter

Intercept -0.0704 -0.258 0.7960
Familiaritystranger -1.039 -2.566 0.0103

Laughter Rate
Intercept 0.0699 8.83 1.6e-12

Familiaritystranger -0.028 -3.12 0.0024
Percentage of voiced frames

Intercept 0.656 1.86 0.0629
Familiaritystranger -0.935 -2.21 0.0027

statistically relevant independent variable (p < 0.01), more
specifically, in conversations between friends the laughter rate
is higher than in conversations between strangers (Table 3).

Lastly, for the variable related to the percentage of voiced
frames, the model obtained showed that the only statistically
relevant independent variable was Familiarity: individuals in
conversations with friends are about 2.5 times more likely to
produce voiced laughs than with strangers (Table 3).

5. Discussion
This paper aimed to investigate whether there are changes in
how people laugh depending on their relationship, gender, and
the gender of the person they are talking to in the HCRC Map
task corpus. We found several results regarding laughter rate,
co-laughter, and percentage of voiced frames in laughter. This
Section will explore how our results compare to previous in the
literature, and what can be concluded, including limitations and
suggestions for future research.

5.1. Comparison with other results found in past studies

5.1.1. Co-laughter

Initially, regarding the variable of co-laughter, we wanted to
address the percentage of co-laughter in total laughs and co-
laughter rate. However, these variables failed to meet assump-
tions for a linear mixed-effects analysis. For this reason, we
instead examined whether participants co-laughed with others
or not, creating a binary variable, which allowed us to perform
a generalised mixed-effects analysis.

For conversations where participants did not see each other,
the variable that was statistically relevant regarding co-laughter
was the interaction between the gender of the participants and
the genders of the conversational pair. We found that females
talking with other females co-laugh more often than when talk-
ing to males, and also, there is more co-laughter in conversa-
tions between two females than between two males. In [5] they
found only relevant results in mixed-gender dyads where fe-
males showed antiphonal laughter more often than males. For
same-gender dyads, it was found that friends displayed an-
tiphonal laughter more often than strangers [9]. However, it
is important to consider that our results cannot be directly com-
pared to those found in the literature, as the participants in those
experiments were able to see each other, while in our study this
is not the case. In addition, our definition of co-laughter differs
slightly from that of antiphonal laughter.

When participants do see each other, we find that familiar-
ity was significantly related to co-laughter: when talking to a
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friend, one produces laughs more often than when talking to a
stranger. Although the conclusion taken is more detailed and
specific to our study, we can still relate it to other findings. The
results presented in [2] and in [5] corroborate our finding, given
that they also found significant results regarding familiarity and
co-laughter as already explored in Section 2.1. Note that in their
experiments, the participants were also able to see each other.
Furthermore, in [9] this relationship was also found, but only
in conversations between individuals of the same gender, and
where the participants were able to see each other.

5.1.2. Laughter rate

When the participants do not see each other, the gender of the
participant plays a significant role in the laughter rate, (p <
0.01) where females laugh more often than males. This is in
line with previous studies [10, 6] and in [6] where it was also
found that females laugh more often than males (although in
their studies, participants could see each other).

When participants do see each other, familiarity plays a sig-
nificant role (p < 0.01), where participants laughed more often
when talking to their friends than strangers. Other results in the
literature support our findings: in [5] and in [1], they also found
that familiarity had an impact on the laughter rate, with friends
laughing more than strangers.

5.1.3. Percentage of voiced frames

Finally, the last variable that we explored in the scope of this
study was the percentage of voiced frames of the laughs of
the participants. Due to the concerns already discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3, we changed this variable to have a binary outcome and
conducted a generalised mixed-effects analysis.

For the data where participants did not see each other, we
found that the gender of the participants was statistically signif-
icant regarding the amount of voicing in laughs. Specifically,
we found that females were six times more likely to produce
voiced laughs than males. In [3] and in [2], it was also found
that females produce more voiced laughs than males. However,
note that in their studies, participants could see each other.

When the participants could see each other, we found that
familiarity was the only significant independent variable for per-
centage of voiced frames. We found that individuals when talk-
ing with friends are 2.5 times more likely to produce voiced
laughs than with strangers. These findings contrast with those
from [2], which found that in conversations between friends
there were fewer voiced laughs produced.

5.1.4. Seeing each other or not

While eye contact was not an independent variable in our study,
we did observe some differences between the two contexts that
warrant future research. What is striking is that we find when in-
terlocutors do not see each other, Gender drives the differences
found in the amount of (co-)laughter and voiced laughter pro-
duced. When interlocutors do see each other, it is Familiarity
that drives these differences. At this moment, there is no clear
explanation for why Gender plays a significant role when there
is no eyecontact, and why Familiarity plays a significant role
when there is eyecontact. It has been found previously however
for the HCRC Map Task corpus, that interactions between in-
terlocutors who could see each other were shorter in duration
and less problematic in completing a task together [17]. In the
conversations where the interlocutors could not see each other,
speakers used more words, interrupted each other twice as of-

ten, and overlapped each other more often.

5.2. Limitations of the current study

One of the limitations to consider are the definitions and an-
notations of co-laughter and laughter in general. We defined
co-laughter in our study as any laugh that starts within the start
and end of another person’s laugh. However, other studies only
consider co-laughs that start within a certain threshold after the
first laugh starts or a laugh that occurs right after someone else
finishes laughing. Moreover, the definition of laughter across
studies is not clear. In order to obtain reliable laughter annota-
tions, clear instructions are needed for the annotators such that
ambiguity can be resolved. For many of the speech corpora un-
fortunately, these instructions are lacking because in most of the
cases, the corpora were not designed with the main purpose to
study laughter. Upon examination of the audio and annotations
in the HCRC Map Task corpus, we found a wide range of dif-
ferent laughs labelled as “laughter” from clear and stereotypical
laughs to more subtle ones that were barely audible and very
short. When do we consider a sound laughter, and when does
it start and end? Although attempts have been made to reach a
more common understanding and description of laughter [18],
it takes a lot of effort to actually implement these efforts across
multiple corpora. One cannot say to what extent this lack of a
universal definition of (co-)laughter affects valid comparisons
between studies. Thus, it remains a factor to take into account
when comparing laughter studies.

5.3. Future work

For future research, we recommend to consider the absence or
presence of visual contact in more detail by taking this factor
into account in the analysis. As previous research [17], and
our current work have pointed out, visual contact matters but
more research is needed to understand more precisely how this
impacts laughing behaviours. We also see interesting follow-
up research opportunities of our work in carrying out similar
laughter analyses on other map task corpora recorded in differ-
ent languages and cultures (e.g., Cantonese [19], French [20])
to enable a cross-cultural comparison.

6. Conclusions
We investigated how gender and familiarity affects how often
and the way we laugh. Using the HCRC Map Task corpus, we
found that gender plays an important role in laughing behaviour
when interlocutors do not see each other. Females laugh more
often than males, and produce voiced laughter more often than
males. When taking into account the gender of the interlocutor,
females co-laugh more often than males when talking to another
female. Familiarity on the other hand, plays an important role
when interlocutors do see each other. Friends (co-)laugh more
often than strangers, and produce voiced laughter more often
than strangers. Our work contributes to the notion that laughter
is a highly variable social signal that is influenced by whom one
is talking to.
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